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ABSTRACT
Data from the Jason-2 calibration/validation mission phase have been analyzed to identify the correlation
between sea surface height (SSH) and significant wave height (SWH) errors. A cross-spectral analysis indicates
that the SSHand SWHerrors are nearlywhite and significantly correlated at scales from12 to 100 km, consistent
with the hypothesized error source, the waveform retracker. Because of the scale separation between the SWH
signal and noise, it is possible to correct the SSHdata by removing the SSHnoise correlatedwith the SWHnoise.
Such a correction has been implemented using the empirical correlation found during the Jason-2 calibration
orbit phase and applied to independent data from other phases of the Jason-1 mission. The efficacy of the
correction varies geographically, but variance reductions between 1.6 and 2.2 cm2 have been obtained, corre-
sponding to reductions of 20%–27% in the noise floor of along-track spectra. The corrections are obtained from
and applied to conventional, 1 Hz, altimetry data and lead to improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio for
identification of high-frequency narrowband processes—for example, internal tides—from these data.
1. Introduction
The measurement principle of conventional nadir-
looking pulse-compression satellite altimetry involves
fitting a parametric model to averaged returned wave-
forms to obtain parameters that yield the best-fitting
model (Chelton et al. 2001). The waveforms are equiv-
alent to the record of electromagnetic energy returned
as a function of time during the epoch of the transmitted
pulse, as in pulse-limited radar altimetry (Chelton et al.
1989), and they may be represented as the convolution
of separate models for the antenna gain function, the sea
surface radar scattering cross section, and the sea
surface roughness (Brown 1977). Once found, the
waveform parameters—for example, the central time of
the rising edge of the waveform, the slope of the leading
edge, the total power received, and the slope of the trailing
edge—are converted to measurements of geophysical in-
terest, the most common being the satellite range, signif-
icant wave height, and near-surface wind speed. The
identification of parameters from recorded waveforms is
referred to as retracking (Rodriguez and Martin 1994),
and it is the method used to obtain geophysical mea-
surements from modern altimeter systems. Waveforms
are recorded and may be retracked at different rates,
depending on the design of the satellite system, but for the
Jason missions the standard Geophysical Data Records
(GDR) are computed by retracking waveforms stored at
20 Hz, with geophysical values reported as 1-s averages
(Picot et al. 2008). A variety of waveform models and
parameter estimation algorithms have been employed
for retracking that account for characteristics of the
antenna, the scene illuminated by the radar pulse, and
approximations to the physics of the ocean surface and
its electromagnetic properties (Rodriguez 1988; Zanifé
et al. 2003; Thibaut et al. 2010). For the Jason-1 (J1) and
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Jason-2 (J2) missions, the GDR data values are obtained
with a four-parameter maximum likelihood estimator
retracker (MLE4) based on the Brown waveform model
(Amarouche et al. 2004).
The measurements of the satellite range obtained by
waveform retracking are converted to measurements of
sea surface height (SSH) relative to some reference sur-
face using the satellite position (precise orbit determina-
tion), properties of the atmosphere (path delay effects),
and information about ocean surface wave dynamics and
electromagnetic properties (sea state bias). Additional
corrections to the retrieved SSH generally involve re-
moval or transformation of other, possibly time variable,
reference surfaces, such as the tide (Chelton et al. 2001;
Picot et al. 2008).
One consequence of the waveform retracking algo-
rithm is that random errors in waveform data, and sys-
tematic errors in the waveform model, can lead to
correlated errors in the derived geophysical measure-
ments. For example, Sandwell and Smith (2005) hy-
pothesized that conventional three-parameter waveform
retracking leads to correlated errors in SSH and signifi-
cant wave height (SWH), and that by spatially smoothing
the SWH along the track, one could use a second pass of
two-parameter retracking, where the SWH is treated as a
known, to improve the precision of the two estimated
parameters, range and returned power. Garcia et al.
(2014) implemented this approach and found that the
noise floor can be reduced by approximately 30%, which
significantly improves the effective spatial resolution of
the SSH. For their application, which involved estimating
the slope of the mean sea surface to estimate the near-
Earth gravity field, the lower-noise SSH estimates led to
more precise gravity field estimates down to 40-km
wavelength.
The approach taken in this paper is similar to that taken
in Garcia et al. (2014), except that the error correlation
between SSH and SWH is diagnosed empirically, rather
than being inferred from the properties of the waveform
model and parameter estimation algorithm, and a cor-
rection is developed for and applied to a standard 1-Hz
data product. The correlated errors are diagnosed from
the J1 and J2 altimeters during the J2 calibration/validation
phase,when J1observed the sea surface from the sameorbit
as J2, delayed by 55s. The two independent measurements
of essentially the same sea surface are then differenced to
yield time series of measurement errors. It is assumed that
retracker noise is the dominant error in this series, and the
empirical correlation is used to develop a correction that
decorrelates the SSH and SWHerrors. Variance reductions
of 20%–27% of the SSH noise level are obtained when the
correction is applied to independent data from other
orbit phases.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the data uti-
lized are discussed in more detail, including the suite of
routine corrections applied prior to determination of the
SSH and SWH correlation. Then, the correlation be-
tween the SSH and SWH errors is exhibited using dual-
satellite differences from the calibration/validation orbit
phase, and the correlation is shown to be similar to that
which could be diagnosed from single-satellite collinear
differences. It is then shown that the correlation varies
as a function of SWH, and this fact is used to develop a
single-parameter model for correcting the SSH assuming
the high-frequency SWH data consists entirely of
retracker error. Finally, the correction is validated using
independent data from other locations and J1 mission
phases, and the implications of the study are discussed.
2. Data
The satellite altimeter data, orbits, and environ-
mental corrections used in this study were extracted
from the Radar Altimetry Database System (RADS;
Naeije et al. 2002; Scharroo et al. 2013; http://rads.
tudelft.nl/rads/rads.shtml). The suite of SSH correc-
tions corresponding to the GDR, version D (GDR-D),
standards have been applied (Picot et al. 2014), as listed
in detail in Table 1. One potentially relevant point of
note is that a multiparameter empirical sea state bias
(SSB) correction is applied (Labroue et al. 2004). Be-
cause the development of the SSB correction involves,
in part, removing the correlation between SSH and
SWH, it will have some impact on the short-wavelength
components of these fields, which are the focus of
the present study. Thus, one expects the coefficients of
the proposed retracker-related corrections to be
TABLE 1. Orbits, path delay corrections, and geophysical cor-
rections. Identical sources for corrections are used for both J1 and
J2 missions. Source names follow the usage in RADS. MOG2D
stands for the Modèle d’Onde de Gravité à 2 Dimensions. GOT
stands for the Goddard/Grenoble Ocean Tide. DTU10 stands for






Ionosphere Smoothed dual frequency
Inverse barometer MOG2D dynamic atmosphere




Sea-state bias CLS nonparametric
Mean sea surface DTU10
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influenced by the details of the SSB correction. Pre-
sumably, at some point in the future, SSB and
retracker-related corrections could be rederived
independently.
Data from the J2 calibration/validation orbit phase
are utilized from 4 July 2008 to 26 January 2009. The
retracker-related error correlation is diagnosed from
data in the North Atlantic, within 308–558N, 158–458W,
where the range of SWH variability is sufficient to
estimate a SWH-dependent correlation between SWH
and SSH. The proposed correction is tested within do-
mains in the tropical and subtropical North Pacific, and
it is validated against independent J1 data collected
prior to the calibration/validation period, from 15 Feb-
ruary 2002 to 15 June 2008. The performance of the
correction is measured by the reduction of the high-
wavenumber noise floor of along-track power spectra, as
well as by variance reductions in single-satellite cross-
over differences.
3. Results
One observation that prompted the present study is
shown in Fig. 1a, which shows the two-dimensional
histogram of collinear differences (i.e., first differences
of quantities along the satellite ground track) of SSH,
denoted Dh, and SWH, denoted DHs. The first differ-
ences filter out long-wavelength signals and emphasize
small-scale noise, and it is apparent that the noise is
anticorrelated; positive SWH increments are associated
with negative SSH increments. Further evidence that
the correlation is caused by noise is presented in Fig. 1b,
where dual-satellite differences between the J1 and J2
missions during the calibration/validation orbit phase
are shown. The same environmental corrections are
applied to J1 and J2 SSH, so the dual-satellite differ-
ences ought to be a good measure of measurement
noise.
The correlation between small-scale SSH and SWH
has been noted previously (DeCarvalho et al. 2011). It is
hypothesized that the correlation is caused by the cor-
related estimation error in the retracker algorithm
rather than, say, the sea state bias. Garcia et al. (2014)
have analyzed the random errors in retrackers based on
least squares fitting to the Brown waveform model, and
their Table 2 reports values for the covariance of travel
time t and the surface roughness parameter s. These
parameters are linearly related to SSH and SWH, re-
spectively, and the tabulated values correspond to an
SWH-dependent correlation between SSH and SWH
errors ranging from 20.23 at Hs 5 2m to 20.39 at
Hs 5 6m. The correlation of the data in Fig. 1 is
about20.3, which is within the range reported in Garcia
et al. (2014). Here and below, the symbols h and Hs
represent SSH and SWH data values, respectively.
Assuming the quantities Dh and DHs formed by dif-
ferencing J1 and J2 during the calibration orbit phase





where the coefficient rmay be determined by total least
squares regression (Van Huffel 1989), appropriate since
both Dh and DHs contain error. Consistent with the
hypothesized source of the error, the coefficient of
proportionality displays dependence on SWH, and it is
represented as
FIG. 1. SSH (h) vs SWH (Hs) histograms. (a) Along-track collinear differences of SSH and
SWH from the J1 mission illustrate the negative correlation between these quantities at short
scales. (b) Differences between the J1 and J2 missions during the calibration/validation orbit
phase are also correlated. Contours correspond to the integrated probability of the enclosed
area in the following sequence: 0:50, 0:75, 0:875, . . . .




graphed in Fig. 2. By binning Dh and DHs within ranges
of SWH, values for the coefficients are found to be
a520:058 and b520:008m21. We reiterate that spe-
cific values of the numeric constants obtained here de-
pend in detail on the waveform retracker and SSB
correction employed in GDR-D, and that the correction
coefficients may need to be recomputed if either of these
are changed in subsequent versions of the GDR.
With the above-mentioned relationship between er-
rors in SSH and SWH, it is possible to develop a cor-
rection to reduce retracker-related noise in SSH. Let the
corrected SSH hc be defined as
h
c
5 h2 rH0s , (3)
where H0s is an estimate of the retracker-related SWH
noise. The high coherence and stable phase lag between
J1 minus J2 increments of SSH and SWH suggest that
SWH is essentially all noise at wavelengths shorter than
100 km (Fig. 3). Thus, low-pass filtering SWH should
lead to more accurate estimates of Hs, denoted Hs, as
well as an estimate of the SWH noise,H0s 5Hs 2Hs. To
reduce the influence of SWH error on the correction
coefficient r the low-passed SWH,Hs is used in place of
Hs in Eq. (2).
Note that the analysis of coherence for the calibration/
validation mission phase requires some care in handling
missing data. It was found that the coherence estimates
are sensitive to interpolation across data gaps and,
consequently, only gap-free segments are used in the
coherence calculations. Spectral analysis is performed
usingWelch’s method on records of length 780 km using
one-half overlap using the Hann window.
The proposed SSH correction requires a distinction
between SWH signal and SWH noise, which is here
implemented with a simple high-pass filter. Previous
studies of SWH from the J1 calibration/validation mis-
sion phase, when J1 and TOPEX/Poseidon flew in the
same orbit separated by 70 s, found that altimeter-
derived SWH estimates were dominated by noise at
scales smaller than 100 km (Ray and Beckley 2003); al-
though, this is somewhat more pessimistic than the
60-km scale inferred from a nonlinear filter applied to
Geosat SWH observations (Tournadre 1993). The two-
pass retracker employed by Garcia et al. (2014) uses a
90-km filter cutoff. Fortunately, the performance of the
proposed correction depends weakly on the assumed
cutoff wavelength for scales from 50 to 150 km, resulting
in changes of only a few tenths of squared centimeters in
variance reduction. For the examples below, a filter
with a half-power wavelength of 100 km and a k22 roll-
off rate is used.
The results of applying the above-described correc-
tion to SSH are shown in Fig. 3. The notation Dh refers
to SSH differences, J1 minus J2, measured by the mis-
sions during the calibration/validation phase. The co-
herence between SSH and SWH differences drops from
0.4 without the correction to less than 0.1 with the cor-
rection (Fig. 3a). The reduction of coherence does not
just occur with the errors. Figure 3b shows that the co-
herence of J1 SSH and SWH data also drops with the
correction. To emphasize the robustness of the corre-
lation between SSH and SWH, Fig. 3c shows the phase
lag of the cross spectrum. It illustrates the 1808 phase
lag—that is, change of sign—between the correlated
components, as was apparent in Fig. 1. The corrected
SSH displays no stable phase relationship with SWH, as
expected (not shown).
Figure 4 illustrates the wavenumber spectra of SSH
and SWH prior to making the correction. The spectrum
of Dh, S(Dh), contains noise from both altimeters, so
one-half its value is plotted as an empirical estimate of
the noise spectrum (Fig. 4a). Note that S(Dh) is domi-
nated by retracker noise since errors in the environ-
mental and mean sea surface corrections cancel in Dh.
The spectrum of J1 SSH S(h) drops to about twice the
S(Dh)/2 at a wavelength of 80 km. The spectrum of SWH
and its noise indicates that S(Hs) is equal to twice the
noise spectrum S(DHs) at about 100-km wavelength.
The smooth dashed and dashed–dotted curves below
S(Hs) illustrate the spectra of H
0
s and Hs, respectively,
which are used to define r and hc in Eq. (3), respectively.
The spectra of the original and corrected SSH for J1 in
the North Atlantic region are compared in Fig. 5a. One
FIG. 2. Total least squares regression has been used to find a re-
lation, Dh5 rDHs, from the data shown in Fig. 1b, by binning the
data within ranges of Hs. The coefficient r is expressed para-
metrically in terms ofHs as r5a1bHs, shown by the dashed line.
Confidence intervals for the regression coefficients, a and b, have
been computed using the bootstrap (Efron 1987).
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can see that S(h) and S(hc) are nearly identical at
wavelengths longer than about 80 km, but at smaller
scales the noise floor of S(h) is reduced. The high-
frequency noise floor has been lowered by 27% in this
case, which is also reflected in the reduced empirical
noise spectrum, S(Dhc)/2. The reduction of S(Dhc) is
noteworthy since the corrections to the J1 and J2 data
are computed independently. Figure 5b illustrates the
same spectra for data from a test region in the North
Pacific (208–458N, 2058–2358E). In this case the noise
floor is reduced by about 20%.
The above-described tests have applied the proposed
correction to data from the calibration/validation orbit
phase when an independent estimate of the SSH and
SWH errors is available, namely, the dual-satellite dif-
ferences. Further validation of the correction is pro-
vided by applying it to independent J1 data coming from
orbit cycles 5–255, before the J2 calibration/validation
phase. The first example illustrates J1 data from within
the original test region in the North Atlantic, now using
far more data (Fig. 6a). The results are very similar to
those obtained during the calibration/validation phase.
The correction results in a 2.2 cm2 reduction in SSH
variance, corresponding to a 24% reduction in the noise
level. A more stringent, and independent, test involves
the reduction in variance of crossover differences. In this
case the variance reduction is identical, 2.2 cm2.
Figure 6b illustrates the impact of the correction at a
region centered on theHawaiianRidge (168–288N, 1908–
1988E). This region was chosen because the SSH spec-
trum is relatively shallow and contains short-wavelength
features attributed to the internal tide (Ray andMitchum
1996). In this case the variance reduction is 1.6 cm2, cor-
responding to a reduction in the noise floor of 23%. The
crossover variance reduction is similar, 1.7 cm2. The final
example shown in Fig. 6c is the along-track spectrum for
pass number 249, which passes through French Frigate
Shoals, an internal tide-generation site. The quantitative
variance reduction statistics are the same as those of the
largerHawaiianRidge region, and the example serves to
FIG. 3. Cross-spectral statistics. (a) The coherence spectrum of SSH and SWH is shown for
the J12 J2 differences from the calibration/validation orbit phase for both the original SSHDh
and the corrected SSH Dhc. (b) The coherence spectrum of SSH and SWH data shows the
correlation of h andHs for scales shorter than 100 km; the hc is not significantly correlated with
SWH. (c) The phase lag computed from the cross spectrum indicates the unambiguous sign
reversal (anticorrelation) between the correlated components of SSH and SWH.
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illustrate how the reduced noise floor increases the
signal-to-noise ratio of the spectral peak associated with
the internal tide near 75-km wavelength.
4. Discussion
The empirical correlation between SSH and SWH
errors found here, as inferred from dual-satellite dif-
ferences, is in agreement with the correlation previously
predicted by analysis of retracker algorithms (Sandwell
and Smith 2005), and inferred from variance reduction
statistics with single-satellite data (Garcia et al. 2014).
Based on the assumption that retracker-derived SWH
values are dominated by noise at small scales, the noise
floor of SSH has been reduced by removing the SSH
component that is correlated with the SWH noise.
Separation of SWH signal and noise is accomplished
with a simple along-track low-pass filter and its com-
plement, making the noise correction feasible to apply
to conventional 1-Hz altimetry data. Because Garcia
et al. (2014) assess SSH variance reductions using
20-Hz retracked data, it is not possible to make an
unambiguous comparison with the present approach;
although, variance reductions found here appear to be
consistent with their results.
The results obtained here replicate earlier findings
obtained by analysis of single-satellite residuals
(DeCarvalho et al. 2011), where a figure nearly identical
to Fig. 1a is presented in the context of developing a
family of sea state bias models. The hypothesis that
‘‘variance reductions are likely the result of removing
correlation between range measurement noise and SWH
FIG. 4. SSH and SWH spectra from the North Atlantic. (a) Spectra of J1 SSH S(h) (heavy
line) and J12 J2 SSH difference during the calibration/validation phase S(Dh) (scaled by one-
half to estimate the noise level. (b) Spectra of J1 SWH S(Hs) (heavy line) and J1-J2 SWH
difference S(DHs) (scaled by one-half). The spectra of the low-pass Hs (dashed–dotted) and
high-pass H0s (dashed) SWH intersect at approximately 100 km.
FIG. 5. SSH summary spectra. Panels compare the spectrum of original data S(h) (solid gray
line)the corrected data S(hc) (black line), and error spectrum J1 2 J2 S(Dhc)/2) (dashed gray
line). (a) North Atlantic: 27% reduction in noise level. (b) North Pacific: 20% reduction in
noise level.
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measurement noise’’ (DeCarvalho et al. 2011) is sup-
ported by the present methodology, which employed
dual-satellite differences, an unambiguous measure of
noise. The variance explained by the two approaches is
virtually identical and suggests the proposed approach
could be applied to other missions with regression co-
efficients determined from single-satellite data.
The quantitative significance of the proposed cor-
rection is to reduce the noise floor of along-track SSH
by 20%–27%, which reduces the smallest wavelength
resolvable by 1-Hz altimetry, depending on the slope
of the spectrum. The practical utility of the noise re-
duction depends on the intended application of SSH
data, but it is expected that it will significantly improve
the signal-to-noise ratio for identification of higher-
than-mode-1 internal tides from altimetry (Ray and
Zaron 2015).
More broadly, the present work contributes to un-
derstanding the causes and magnitudes of different
noise sources in altimetry. Inferences about ocean
dynamics based on the SSH wavenumber spectrum
are sensitive to assumptions regarding the spectrum of
noise at high wavenumbers (Stammer 1997; Xu and Fu
2011). The high wavenumber noise floor of conven-
tional 1-Hz pulse-width-limited altimetry is caused by
spatial inhomogeneity in the radar footprint, which
causes systematic deviations between the measured
and theoretical Brown waveform (Dibarboure et al.
2014). The noise caused by the spatial inhomogeneity
is correlated between consecutive 20-Hz waveforms,
leading to a noise floor that is higher than would be
obtained from uncorrelated noise. Because the spatial
inhomogeneity causes waveforms to deviate from the
Brown model when there are small-scale ‘‘sigma
blooms’’ within the radar footprint (Mitchum et al.
2004), it may be that these regions contribute dispro-
portionately to the SSH and SWH error correlation. In
any event, the present work indicates the magnitude of
one component of SSH error and a straightforward pro-
cedure to reduce or eliminate it.
FIG. 6. Verification of the correction. Results of using the proposed retracker error correc-
tion are shown for independent data not used to develop the correction. (a) SSH spectra in the
North Atlantic region using J1 data from orbit cycles 5–255, prior to the J2 calibration/vali-
dation phase. (b) Spectra of J1 SSH from a region around theHawaiianRidge. (c) Spectra of J1
SSH from pass number 249, which passes over French Frigate Shoals, a generation site of large-
amplitude internal tide. The light line shows uncorrected spectrum S(h); the heavy line shows
corrected spectrum S(hc).
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The proposed correction relies on knowledge of
SWH noise to remove correlated noise in SSH. What if
the SWH noise is not estimated correctly, and the
proposed correction is contaminating the SSH with
SWH signal? For example, simultaneous jumps in SSH
and SWH have been observed across narrow, 50 km,
ocean fronts (McClain et al. 1982). There are two
considerations that suggest this is not a problem. First,
the phase cross spectrum shown in Fig. 3c is fully con-
sistent with the assumption that Hs is dominated by
noise for wavelengths smaller than 100 km. It is difficult
to imagine a physical process that would lead to high
coherence and stable phase over the high wavenumbers
but not the lower wavenumbers. Second, the reduction
in crossover variance suggests that the SSH correction
is valid, as the separation into low- and high-pass SWH
Hs and H
0
s is performed independently along each as-
cending and descending track. Ideally, it would be best
to locally modify the filter scale to optimally estimate
the SWH noise, but at present it is unclear how to ac-
count for temporal or geographic variability in this
quantity.
The SSB correction is another SSH correction that,
by design, decorrelates Dh and DHs, where the incre-
ments are typically evaluated between orbit cycles
(Gaspar et al. 2002; Labroue et al. 2004; Tran et al.
2006). To assess the impact of the along-track correc-
tion on the intercycle increments, Fig. 7 illustrates the
two-dimensional probability density function (pdf) of
(Dhc, DHs) for cycles 1–254 of the J2mission, taking the
differences between consecutive cycles. The primary influ-
enceof theproposed correction is to reduce the spreadof the
pdf in the second and fourth quadrants, where DHs and Dh
are anticorrelated, DHs }2Dh, and to make the pdf more
symmetrical for positive and negative increments. In other
words, letting P denote probability density, the change re-
sults in the condition jP(DHs, Dh)2P(DHs, 2Dh)j.
jP(DHs, Dhc)2P(DHs, 2 Dhc)j, with a similar result
for reflections in DHs. Note that the magnitude of the
variance reduction of the proposed correction is com-
parable to the variance reductions of multidimensional
sea state bias models as compared with the unidimen-
sional correction, 23.8% of Hs (Tran et al. 2010). At
some point it may be possible to decompose the joint
pdf of (Dh, DHs) into correlated, uncorrelated, and
independent components according to the physics of
the sea surface and the retracker estimation algo-
rithms, thus forming a logical basis for devising better
SSH correction algorithms. But, until that can be done,
it may be advisable to separately quantify retracker-
related and physical (electromagnetic bias, skewness
bias, etc.) causes of SWH and SSH correlation when
designing new SSB corrections.
5. Summary
Observation of a correlation between small-scale
noise in SSH and SWH motivated the development
of a correction for SSH that seeks to decorrelate the
small-scale signals in SSH and SWH. The proposed
correction is developed by hypothesizing that the cor-
related noise results from the algorithm that estimates
geophysical parameters from the radar waveforms, the
retracker, the correlation deriving from the non-
orthogonal sensitivities of the waveform model to
physical parameters (Brown 1977; Sandwell and Smith
2005). Based on the assumption that noise dominates
the SWH signal at wavelengths shorter than 100 km, a
correction to SSH was derived with a SWH-dependent
model of the error correlation.
The error correlation model and the correction were
initially developed using collinear dual-satellite SSH and
SWH differences from the North Atlantic during the cali-
bration/validation phase of the J2 altimeter mission, when
J2 followed J1 on the same ground track. The correction
was validated in the tropical and subtropical North Pacific
using data from the calibration/validation phase as well as
earlier, independent, J1 data. Analysis of along-track
spectra found that the empirical correction reduced the
SSH noise level by 20%–27%, equivalent to a variance
reduction of 1.6–2.2cm2. Similar variance reduction statis-
ticswere obtained fromananalysis of crossover differences.
FIG. 7. The joint pdf of 10-day SSH and SWH increments for
the J2 mission. The solid contours and grayscale show the (1024,
1023, . . . , 1) pdf isolevels for the corrected data, (Dhc, DHs), where
the increments are evaluated between consecutive orbit cycles. The
dashed line shows the same isolevels for the uncorrected data
(Dh, DHs). Themain effect of the correction is to reduce the spread
within the anticorrelated quadrants DHs }2Dh.
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The correlation between SSH and SWH caused by
waveform retracking is not orthogonal to the physical
correlation of these quantities resulting from the SSB. It
would be valuable to investigate how the proposed em-
pirical correction for retracker-related SSH error de-
pends on the underlying SSB corrections; however, this
is a complex task given the diversity of approaches to SSB
modeling and their development. The proposed correc-
tion contributes to a better understanding of short-
wavelength altimetry errors and ought to contribute to
improved identification of sub-100-km-scale features in
conventional altimetry.
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